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INTRODUCTION
This digital zine articulates the means by which Indigenous people have been erased
throughout history, more specifically through their representations in National Geographic.
Relying on National Geographic: The National Parks: An Illustrated History by Kim Heacox as
my source material, I’ve implement Critical Race Theory (CRT), Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK), and Indigenous Knowledge (IK) in order to analyze Heacox’s work with a
critical eye. (TEK refers to authentic, typically orally-passed-down knowledge between
Indigenous relatives. My work is more reflective of IK, which is recognized as a Westerninfluenced, less authentic, form of TEK. This is an inherent limitation throughout this body of
work—one that is reflective of my positionality, and is further discussed in the Positionality
Preface.) I was first inspired by the work of Alexandra Bell, who critically analyzes and reworks
news articles pertaining to Black folks who have been wrongfully killed by the piece (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Alexandra Bell’s A Teenager With Promise, 2017

I chose to create a zine for multiple reasons. Most importantly, TEK is mainly passed
down through oral storytelling. I wanted my work to feel like a story book, with pictures as a
main focus. I also wanted the format to be visually-oriented, since the criticisms I provide on
Heacox’s work often condemn nat geo’s fixation with aestheticization strategies present in
imagery. Additionally, as a visual artist (mainly photography), I am most experienced with this
medium, and aim to appreciate knowledge systems that are not my own as opposed to
appropriate them. Unlike dominant, Western-based knowledge systems, a key aspect of IK is that
all knowledge is subjective. Choosing a visual format places my filter upfront, revealing my
preference for visual constructions of information. The zine articulates representations of
communities that I am not a part of, yet first and foremost is a representation of me. Though
zines are more reflective of white culture with the resurgence of 90s pop-punk culture and are
not necessarily more reflective of TEK, they provide an avenue to mimic knowledge as it is
passed down through oral traditions, which does reflect TEK. Many of the handwritten
components in the zine are my own transcriptions of videos and voice recordings of Indigenous
people speaking their truth. The sometimes scattered organization (though carefully placed for
ease of reading) and intentionally left-in scribbles are intended to reflect inflection and cadence
of speech, as oral storytelling most certainly entails stutters, repetition, and awkward phrasing.
These “mistakes” also demonstrate how I am receiving information while transcribing.
Maintaining how I perceive oral information is an attempt at appreciating how knowledge that is
passed down through oral traditions and storytelling, given that stories are altered when passed
down. Though my commitment to imperfections goes against the rules set before me by the
Honor Scholar Program, they are done intentionally to better reflect the manner in which
Indigenous epistemologies are typically shared.

Unlike TEK and IK, Western modes of learning and presenting knowledge often fixate
on professionalism, mandating formality and precision in terms of formatting, presentation, and
citations. While I am required to conform to some of those standards due to the rules set out by
the Honor Scholar Program (which likely denounces my work to some Indigenous scholars), I
have made intentional decisions to reject some of these conventions. For example, where
Western conventions assert that words like “Indigenous” and “Native” are not capitalized, I
capitalize them. Where national park names and associated affiliations are capitalized, I often
leave them lower case. (I occasionally succumb to these conventions subconsciously, simply out
of habit. I’ve left them where I’ve done so as a way to showcase that I am still an active learner
when it comes to engaging with knowledge systems outside of the Western sphere.) As much as
this is a nod to bells hooks’ ways (may she rest in power), rejecting Western conventions of
capitalization aims to center Indigenous populations and their point of view. American names
referring to locations are not typically used among Natives, as they have their own names that
are capitalized instead. For the sake of my intended audience (people who look like me and/or
are unaware of Indigenous histories and struggles), I’ve kept American names of locations as
they are used by Heacox, but a reference to Indigenous names of those places can be found in the
section entitled “Land Acknowledgement.”
Additionally, national geographic is notoriously Western. Committing to aweing readers
and viewers alike with its iconographic imagery, heart-wrenching stories, and world-renowned
status, the publication is tactical in erasing the struggles of Indigenous peoples. It is precisely
these qualities that make nat geo successful—their aestheticization strategies, the seemingly
impenetrable sphere of influence—that makes criticizing their publications with a critical eye
worthwhile. National parks hold a similar level of pervasiveness in terms of influence within

United States society. Though many Indigenous people and environmentalists of color
acknowledge the violent histories that allowed these parks to take form, national parks have a
chokehold on white, metal-straw-sipping environmentalists. Understanding parks’ past, which
should immediately connote government-sanctioned genocide, is essential toward reversing the
effects of climate change, as Indigenous groups have long lived in sustainable harmony with
Earth. We have a lot to learn from these communities, and we should begin by learning their past
and advocating for their future.
As for my intended audience, I recognize that few white people engage with non-Western
knowledge systems, and visual aids may help with this transition, adding to the list of reasons
I’ve chosen the zine format. Although, I am not in the market to make topics of Indigenous
genocide and forced assimilation digestible to the white masses. This is influenced by NDN
Collective’s last two commitments as stated in their manifesto: “realness: sometimes the truth
hurts,” and the last: “unapologetic but keep it classy” (LANDBACK). Therefore, I do not dilute
my language in order to preserve white comfort. I intend for white people, like myself, to feel
discomfort when engaging with this work. Yet, this discomfort should not be centered; instead,
advocating for greater knowledge of Indigenous cultures, histories, and movements should be the
main takeaway. Whites are largely responsible for the atrocities faced by Indigenous folks, and
we are therefore responsible for dismantling present systems of white supremacy (including, but
not limited to the national parks services, the bureau of land management, and other governmentaffiliated entities discussed throughout this work) upheld by sentiments that contribute(d) to the
oppression of all minoritized groups, which ultimately benefits us, too. Given the
aforementioned intentions, I must note that this work entails mentions of Indigenous genocide

throughout, so I’d like to provide a content warning to any marginalized individuals who
have similar histories and could potentially be triggered by the content in this work.

A POSITIONALITY PREFACE
I write this zine on behalf of a university that currently possesses no formal land
acknowledgement. Though it is underway thanks to DePauw’s Native American and Indigenous
People’s Association, which is currently led by Miami students on campus, the constructions of
DePauw are not unlike those of national parks (McArthur-Self). The university’s formation
reflects the goals of colonizers, of which I remain a part of. Much of this work relies heavily on
epistemologies outside of such institutions that are reliant on Western knowledge systems.
Traditional Ecological Knowledge is reflected throughout, which emphasizes the cultivation of
knowledge through observations and storytelling, as opposed to visual documentation as is done
within a zine (McGregor). This juxtaposition is representative of the divide between my
positionality and themes throughout this work. While I have sought out underrepresented
knowledge systems beyond the hegemon when creating this piece, I am identifiable within a
group that oppresses Indigenous peoples and contributes to the erasure of their livelihood and
land. My words therefore reflect what Indigenous scholars instead refer to as “Indigenous
Knowledge” (IK). As previously mentioned, IK is derived from the original TEK by way of
influence from European thinkers who implement Western-based techniques for the spread of
Indigenous concepts, with the help of Critical Race Theory (CRT).
Critical Race Theory provides an avenue for me to explore intersectionality, mainly how
my white womanhood impacts my understanding of non-white histories and marginalization, as
well as routes toward achieving environmental justice (EJ). Rather than understanding racism

through my own lived experience, I instead rely on the words of scholars of color. Aligning with
the underlying values of TEK, this leads me to acknowledge that ideas represented throughout
this work are at the discretion of my identity, also bound by the time and space in which they
were created (Stewart-Harawira). Moreover, rather than experiencing firsthand the continued
injustices brought about during the actualization of national parks, my positionality instead
allows me to reap the benefits of it. My whiteness grants me the decision of whether or not I
might choose to dismantle white supremacist structures responsible for the profound
environmental injustices experienced largely by Black and Indigenous individuals. Much of what
I criticize in Heacox’s work has to do with his lack of engagement with understanding his
positionality and others’; he chooses ignorance, which is afforded to him by his white male
privilege. I place the liberation of marginalized peoples at the forefront of my goals, as I
acknowledge that white supremacist structures negatively impact the environment that I wish to
protect. It is in my best interest—as a human, but especially as a woman—to center the margins
in any work that I do. This is a selfish endeavor, and it should be to avoid white saviorism. It is
vital that people who look like me recognize that working toward non-colonial systems and
structures benefits them, too (Allen and Rossatto). #LANDBACK
METHODOLOGY
Excerpts of information from the source material, as well mainly out-sourced items
appear torn. This reflects how certain information was initially left out in Heacox’s narrative, as
if particular parts of history reflecting national parks’ connection to genocide and forced
displacement of Indigenous groups was intentionally ripped out in the original national
geographic text, then found again and rearranged. Pages are carefully constructed so that
imagery and information from National Geographic: The National Parks: An Illustrated History

does not cover up any out-sourced information. Kim Heacox, the author of the book, was careful
to strip information regarding oppression of Indigenous folks out of his work so that it serves the
reputation of national parks, so I was mindful not to prioritize his words. Additionally, when
snipping away at Indigenous imagery, I kept their customs in mind. For instance, when cutting
out Indigenous relatives, I made sure not to cut off any feathers or braids, since they hold
spiritual significance to many. For a look into my work flow, click here.
Moreover, when constructing these pages, I favored Indigenous sources, or sources that
directly quote Indigenous people. When possible, I prioritized studies implementing
ethnographic methods, videos, transcriptions, and other forms of documentation of oral
stories/dissemination of information. YouTube was my friend. I learned quickly that government
and government-affiliated sources pacify language surrounding Indigenous genocide and
oppression (as does Heacox’s work). Also, non-Indigenous sources often reported lower
numbers when it came to statistics on Indigenous people who were forcibly removed or killed at
the hands of the government. Still, I must rightfully acknowledge that there are limitations to this
work. As stated beforehand, much Indigenous Knowledge is shared orally. Though the zine
largely relies on sources written by Indigenous scholars, many citations reflect information in
writing, limiting their impact. It is therefore also limiting to reflect upon these knowledge
systems in written form.
Nonetheless, I have made some unconventional changes in an attempt to account for
these shortcomings. While I cite in MLA for in-text citations within written portions (to abide by
the rules set forth by the Honor Scholar Program), I go against the traditional format given that
each in-text citation is hyperlinked to the original source. So too do I deviate from doublespacing for pages accompanying visual layouts. This is done to provide easier access to

additional links when viewing spreads, and so readers do not have to flip through as many pages
when reading about visual elements. While I do not always include proper MLA in-text citation
guidelines in the visuals, I have embedded links to sources for easy access within them, and they
are cited in MLA format in the Works Cited. Embedding links and hyperlinks are used to
emphasize the importance of consulting Indigenous voices—even as a casual reader of this
work—responsible for informing the content. I implore readers to utilize these functions as they
read. I do not lay claim to any of this knowledge, and it is more authentically expressed when
engaging with Indigenous works firsthand, according to principles of TEK that prioritize oral
tradition. The direct links to their words are what tell the story; this zine acts as a vessel to take
readers to them. Though I have put a great deal of time and effort into this work, I am no expert.
My name is under the title, but I do not own any of the information, and do not possess the
cultural ties necessary to fully grasp TEK or even IK. Get the knowledge firsthand; I’ve made it
easy for you.
LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This body of work is written on behalf of DePauw University, which is located within
Greencastle, IN, a city consisted of Indigenous ancestral lands and resources. Myself and
supporting committee members seek to honor Indigenous contributions to the land, both past and
present. We recognize the Miami, Wea, Piankashaw, Potawatomi, Kickapoo, Shawnee, and
Deleware as the original stewards, and as the present and future caretakers of what we know as
Indiana. We acknowledge Miami presence in adjacent Parke County.
In addition to this land acknowledgement, I’d like to honor all ancestral lands of Turtle
Island (known to some as North America) mentioned throughout this work. For a map of
original, Native land names and areas, please visit Native Land Digital.

National geographic’s depiction of white tragedy is starkly unparalleled in comparison to
Heacox’s discussions of tragedies faced by Native peoples--whose land is utilized in all of
America’s national parks today. Within National Geographic: The National Parks: An
Illustrated History, this is most evident given the vast amount of coverage allotted to tragedies
largely experienced by white folks and their descendants, such as in the mentions of Flight 93
Memorial. Heacox begins with stating “The new century opened with tragedy.” The paragraph
that follows explains, with specificity, how many American lives were lost in that event. The
accompanying photo of Lyra Nacke, who visits the Flight 93 memorial to remember her uncle’s
passing, spans an entire page. Heacox provides a much less detailed description regarding the
Trail of Tears--a trail that crosses through multiple national parks--as shown in the map. In
regard to the Trail of Tears, Heacox simply states “many died,” rather than providing a statistic,
which I’ve instead added in an annotation. In addition to this oversight, his portrayal of Sand
Creek Massacre is minimal, as it is only described in a caption of an art piece. Heacox seems to
forget the travesty experienced by Cheyenne and Arapaho tribe members, and does not even
specify the aforementioned groups by name, instead referring to them as “Indians.”
In the case of Sand Creek, Heacox at least provides a statistic on the number of lives lost
(250), but some accounts suggest a death toll of nearly 400 Cheyenne and Arapaho members
(Independence Hall). This massacre was led by Colorado’s Third Cavalry unit, and was quickly
orchestrated since the unit was set to expire by the end of the year. The Treaty of Fort Weld had
recently forced the Southern Cheyenne Tribe to Sand Creek in seek of refuge from other wars.
Chief of the Southern Cheyenne, Chief Black Kettle, fortunately made it out alive, but not
without witnessing his wife endure several bullets to her back (AAANativeArts). Black Kettle
and his wife escaped more mutilation that was to come, as many soldiers were said to have been
drunk and took souvenirs from tribe members’ bodies (Zinn Education Project). Heacox’s
exclusions and lack of specificity surrounding the Trail of Tears and Sand Creek Massacre
become horrifically ironic when reading further within this section, as he goes on to uplift the
“Leave No Trace Program,” which emphasizes leaving park trails as untouched as possible. He
fails to recognize that the trails themselves are markers of a deeply troubling past, given that they
are carved out of Indigenous land, and genocidal tactics were used to acquire the land. The Trail
of Tears serves as the ultimate reminder of this fact, yet Heacox’s focus remains on praising
national parks’ efforts.
National geographic’s lengthy commitment to commemorating lives lost on 9/11 paired
with the exclusion of details surrounding the Trail of Tears and Sand Creek Massacre is
intentional. If the author were properly contextualizing the Indigenous lives lost in these two
horrific incidents, he would find that these efforts were forces intended to erase Cheyenne and
Arapaho populations that would later allow for the establishment of national parks in those areas.
Institutions established thereafter, like the conservation assistance program and national parks
services (agencies responsible for the leave no trace program, which are vehemently praised
throughout National Geographic: The National Parks: An Illustrated History), preaching memos
of “leaving no trace” face a regrettable irony: their birthplace, the American government, left the
trace of Indigenous genocide that is mapped out in the Trail of Tears and other tragedies alike.
National parks’ formation were precedented on the erasure of Indigenous peoples, and the lack
of contextualization found in Heacox’s representation of the Trail of Tears and Sand Creek
Massacre serve as continued erasure of Indigenous livelihood that contributes to the positive
perception and therefore success of national parks today.

In this “From the Archives” page, Heacox explains colonizers’ history, mainly
referencing “natives” in the caption portion. The caption pertains to a Spanish building that
serves as a relic of oppression to nearly 60 different Indigenous groups who reside and have
resided in the area long before Spanish invasion. The author notes that the “missionaries” (more
appropriately institutions responsible for forcing Indigenous peoples to assimilate), were
equipped with “defensive walls” meant to ward off “Indian attacks.” He makes no attempt to
elucidate that these attacks were in response Spain’s encroachment upon Indigenous lands and
cultures, insinuating that Native people were unruly without precedent. Heacox’s diction reflects
colonizers’ goals. Spaniards, along with other European colonizers, justified forced assimilation,
stealing land, and genocide of Indigenous peoples by severely downplaying the violence used by
colonizers. In Heacox’s case, he never mentions fighting other than to tie it to Indigenous
peoples. Considering Native people violent, animalistic, or even sub-human was a common
tactic utilized among colonizers in order to devalue Indigenous peoples’ existence and therefore
justify violence against them (Kilroy-Ewbank). Yet, Heacox still suggests that the 60 different
groups of culturally distinct and autonomous Native tribes were passive during “missionary”
efforts, stating that “native people were learning to become Spanish citizens.” This is criminally
understated, as endeavors to spread Catholicism required stripping stewards of the land of
everything they had ever known, resulting in physical and cultural deaths of Indigenous peoples
so that Spain could fortify their power along the San Antonio River. The author’s praise for
Spanish missionary work undermines the existence of Indigenous peoples of this region, who
had already established their own cultures and spiritualities prior to Spanish invasion (Zielinksi).
Aside from pacifying the violence of forced assimilation to mere missionary work,
Heacox homogenizes hundreds of Indigenous groups into one, similar to how Mexican linguists
referred to Natives as “Coahuiltecans,” a term that was not used by Indigenous peoples nor
Spaniards. (I recognize I also utilize homogenizing language within this body of work, which is
an unfortunate yet unavoidable flaw in the context of this page. A more complete list of
Indigenous groups found in this region can be found here.) However, Heacox does not even go
so far as to refer to Indigenous groups in this region as Coahuiltecans, which is already
problematic for the reasons aforementioned, much like his use of the term “Indians.”
Homogenizing language is particularly concerning in the context of Indigenous groups who
inhabited land adjacent to the San Antonio River, as many of their tribal names are bound to
space and place, often referencing sacred topological features, vegetation, or staple foods
(Schmal). Thus, implementing “Indigenous” in place of over 60 different names contributes to
the erasure of the independent cultures of each. Knowing and acknowledging the autonomy of
these groups is vital in order to certify and uplift the continued existence of these individuals
throughout the San Antonio River region. For these reasons, I’ve chosen to highlight Indigenous
groups within the region, so that representation remains alive and well, as the people do—even
after Spanish conquistadors attempted to wipe their cultures out completely.
An important note: Though I am critical of the homogenizing language Heacox uses, much of my
research yielded sources that implement similar language, limiting the impact of this spread.
While I intended to include more detailed information relative to the cultures and customs of
individual tribes collectively referred to as “Coahuiltecans,” my efforts only produced
information relative to the locations in which they inhabited, along with the languages they
spoke. Nonetheless, tribes represented on the map are referred to by their individual tribe
names.

I have chosen to center this spread around the bison, just as most Great Plains tribes’
lives centered around this vital resource. Nomadic tribes who lived in convenient tipis while
following buffalo include the Arapaho, Assiniboine, Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Comanche, Crow,
Gros, Ventre, Kiowa, Plains Apache, Plains Cree, Plains Ojibwe, Sarsi, Shoshone, Sioux, and
Tonkawa (Weiser, GrasslandsLIVE). Other semi-nomadic tribes settled along fertile soils near
rivers and streams to grow corn, bean, squash, and tobacco annually. These included the Arikara,
Hidatsa, Iowa, Kanza, Kitsai, Mandan, Missouri, Wichita, and Yankton tribes. Regrettably,
Heacox makes no mention of any of these tribes in his feature of tallgrass prairie national
preserve. Yet, he does praise park rangers’ ability to respect their own heritage by saying
“Today, park rangers and teachers across the country inspire citizens to love and respect their
heritage—to receive the bounty with great gratitude, to honor it, and to pass it on.” This is
superficially encouraging at best, given that over 90% of park rangers were white in 2021, and
Heacox is contextualizing heritage with the land, which white people can make no claims to over
Indigenous folks without glorifying genocidal colonization efforts (Zippia). To better
substantiate his claim, Heacox might’ve introduced some information regarding the heritage of
Great Plains tribes.
Not only does Heacox fail to name any Great Plains tribes or specify their ties to tallgrass
prairie, but he further disenfranchises them from their ancestral lands through his language. On a
page entitled “sacred places,” one would assume the author would include information on the
people who first considered those places sacred. Instead, he states “They say you can chase the
horizon and never get there on the vast American prairie…” Then goes on to talk about the
“11,000 primal acres” in Flint Hills. Similar to colonial mindsets elucidated in the san antonio
spread, Heacox insinuates that the Great Plains are never-ending, inviting the reader to explore
its wonders as if its vastness is readily available. This frame of mind has historically invited
colonization, setting the foundation for the genocide of Indigenous peoples required for np
formation (Mclaurin).
Heacox’s overwhelming lack of contextualization for Indigenous histories throughout
suggests that he is unaware of the ramifications of his language, making it all the more pressing
to dismantle it. To further expand on this, I will interrogate his use of the word “primal.” Though
Heacox intends “primal” as a positive qualifier, this phrasing is harmful, colonizer-coded
language that has historically invited exploitation of land and peoples for centuries. “Primal”
suggests untouched, open, and ready to be used—which is precisely the mentality needed to
carve out a NP monument from Native land. This wording, similar to “vast,” reflects the author’s
inability to legitimize the presence of more than 30 tribes, since referring to the land as “primal”
connotes that there is or has been a lack of life. This is horrifically ironic given Heacox’s intent
to draw attention to heritage. It is clear that he intends only to uplift hegemonic heritage, given
his erasure of Native histories. Heacox could potentially redeem himself if he disclosed the
identities of the teachers he mentions, but, given his track record, we can only assume he is
referring to white people. The oversights the author makes relative to Native heritages
exacerbates erasure. His language instead promotes government-affiliated land management,
further disenfranchising Indigenous folks from their ancestral lands and consequently their
heritage. It is laughable that Heacox would suggest he is in favor of connecting his readers with
their past when he oppressively alienates Great Plains tribes from theirs. Thus, in this spread, I
place Great Plains Natives back into their land, and provide information on some of their richest
customs regarding bison hunting and use, Echinacea medicinal practices, and the sweatlodge
ceremony.

Canyon de Chelly Monument is a rarity in terms of its inclusion of the original stewards
of the land in its management, which Heacox recognizes as a “unique management
arrangement.” Now operated by the National Parks Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the
Navajo Nation, the park was established in 1931 “providing that the grazing and other rights of
the Indians are in no way interfered with”(NAU). This was unanimously agreed upon among the
Navajo Nation, but the park establishment was not accomplished without a violent history that
drove Navajo peoples out of their ancestral lands. In winter of 1864, District Military Governor
of New Mexico General James Henry Carleton invaded Navajo-inhabited Canyon de Chelly,
attacking them with livestock, killing eleven, and holding some Navajos captive along with their
sheep and goats. The Navajo Nation, along with Apache tribe members, were forcibly removed
from their land in what is known among the Navajo Nation as the “Long Walk,” where 200
Apache and Navajo lost their lives as they were forced to relocate up to 450 miles away in the
Bosque Redondo Reservation (Native Knowledge 360). Over 10,000 tribal members were
removed and faced prison encampment upon arrival (Weiser 2020). The site was riddled with
health hazards, such as contaminated water, poor agricultural conditions, and disease. The
Navajo Nation were allowed to return to Canyon de Chelly four years after the Long Walk.
Today, roughly 80 Navajo extended families are granted access to use of the canyon, and those
who do are permitted to reside at the canyon’s rim (Houk). Few live at the base of the canyon
where park visitors are allowed to roam.
Nowhere does The National Parks, An Illustrated History explicate or even elude to the
oppression experienced by the Navajo Nation as it is described above. Heacox only mentions a
brief description relating to tribal customs at Spider Rock via a caption. His overall lack of
contextualization serves as a means of further disenfranchising the Navajo Nation from their
ancestral lands within the Canyon de Chelly Monument. Heacox makes no effort to describe the
tumultuous relationship between the United States government and the Navajo Nation prior to
park formation. Yet, he does (although minimally) provide information on the so-called
“ancient” ruins of Navajo families, dwellings that date back 2,000 years. It is unfortunate that the
author details “ancient” relics found at the site, yet omits the genocide of their builders, which
occurred much more recently than 2,000 years ago. Moreover, the use of the word “ancient”
gives the impression that Navajo history is something of a much less recent past, as opposed to
having been violently removed only in the late 1800s. Phrasing such as this has served national
parks, monuments, and historic sites alike in separating their histories from the genocide
experienced by Indigenous groups whose land is encompassed within these attractions.
Due to Heacox’s shortcomings in articulating the violence experienced by the Navajo
Nation, as well as an overall lack of insight into their culture and customs, I have chosen to
include information on a Navajo creation story regarding Spider Rock. So too have I included a
visual of a traditional hogan, as well as some of the Navajo faces lost during the Long Walk
alongside a map of the routes. Where Heacox includes wide landscape shots of the canyon, I
have attempted to place its peoples and their stories within the park.

Indigenous cultures often emphasize wholistic, cyclical views of time, whereas Western
worldviews implement more linear constructions (Joseph). Heacox exemplifies some of the
effects of viewing time without a wholistic understanding. He discusses Arches NP on a geologic
timescale, then isolates a much smaller time period, referencing “before the Spanish
conquistadores, before the first immigrants to the New World.” He mentions “before” in
reference to colonizers three times within the same sentence, yet does not mention the native
tribes who came before all of them. This is especially concerning since Heacox encourages
readers to shift their perspective to “deep time.” Even after preaching for a widened perspective,
Heacox conveniently omits the first inhabitants of arches national park, including Ute, Navajo,
Southern Paiute, and Hopi tribes—and before them, their ancestors: the Puebloans and Fremont
peoples (Moab Museum). The author focuses on the geology of the park, which is unsurprisingly
important to Native tribes’ cultures also.
Differences in worldviews between Natives and governmental agencies—similar to the
discrepancies between Western and Indigenous views of time—have contributed to the ongoing
struggle Indigenous tribes face when attempting to gain access to their homelands in national
parks and elsewhere. Many tribes believe their ancestral homelands connect them to their
ancestors, meaning that national park management under the national parks services is
problematic and limits their ability to practice their spirituality (Stoffle, 17). Creation stories tied
to topological aspects of the land, such as streams, are entities Hopi relatives believe enable them
to reach their ancestors and allow them to interact with one another. This experience is explained
by Honwungwa of the Hopi Bear clan on the accompanying spread (Moab Museum)
Though evidence of Ute, Navajo, Southern Paiute, and Hopi influence within arches NP
suggests they were hunter-gatherers on the move, the sandstones and chert of this region reflect
their cultures to this day. Piles of stone tools are visible, and pictures on known as petroglyphs
can be found on the sandstone walls (Wadsworth). Just a few miles outside of the arches NP
area, a petroglyph of a burden basket can be found on a rock wall along the Colorado River. This
image is sacred to the Southern Paiute people, as their origin story begins with Ocean Woman’s
basket, which brought the Southern Paiute to the arches np region (Stoffle et al).
Moreover, the geologic features that give arches np its name also hold deep significance
to Ute relatives, who believe the structures are portals into other dimensions. Arches allow Ute
descendants to connect with the moon, sun, and stars to receive spiritual information and energy.
This is why many ceremonial practices occur at the arches. These practices are particularly
powerful at nighttime, as this allows Ute people to better see the celestial lights. (Stars scattered
on the spread represent their significance.) There are many astrological connections to spiritual
practices that make arches a powerful landmark for Ute people. This has led to many Ute Natives
to call for limited access to the arches, since loud speaking, climbing, and throwing rocks is
forbidden in their culture. Arches are powerful places, and said to be far too intense for children
(Stoffle et al, Stoffle 5-17). From my own experience at arches in Moab, these are common
activities among non-Native tourists—especially among children.
There are many, many more stories expressing cultural ties amongst Ute, Navajo,
Southern Paiute, and Hopi tribes. I have chosen some of my favorite practices and beliefs that tie
Native people to their land utilized in arches NP. For these reasons, Natives advocate for greater
access to their lands, as well as transfer from nps to tribal management (Stoffle et al).

The struggle for reallocation of sacred lands encompassed in the mt. rushmore national
monument to Indigenous hands is among the most infamous examples of modern-day
colonization within the US. Yet, NDN Collective has widely popularized the LANDBACK
movement, first and foremost calling for the return of the sacred Black Hills to the Lakota people
(LANDBACK). The Black Hills are vital to the Lakota tribe’s creation story, as they are said to
have emerged from the Black Hills, and can connect with their ancestors through the streams and
other topological features in the region (Great Big Story). Lakota spiritual connections were
completely disregarded when traces of gold were found in streams in the region, and in 1874
Congress declared that prior treaties protecting The Black Hills would no longer be honored.
Continued conflict ensued as the Lakota tribe sought protection of their sacred land, which led to
the Massacre at Wounded Knee in 1890 (Native Hope). Over 300 Lakota people were murdered
defending their ancestral lands (Zinn). While Heacox notes that no lives were lost when defacing
the Black Hills to create mt. rushmore, he fails to account for the Lakota lives taken through this
atrocity. In miscalculating, he egregiously erases this dreadful event that allowed for the eventual
opening of the monument, which still operates today.
Years of genocide, erasure, and neglect at the hands of the US government have not
deterred Lakota efforts to reclaim their ancestral lands. I’ve included information regarding
Gerard Baker, formerly the first Native (Baker is of Mandan-Hidatsa decent) superintendent of
mt. rushmore, who hesitantly took on the role, but spent 30 years to bring the Heritage Village
program to life, which is further explained through written text on the spread (Abernathy, Native
Hope). Another figurehead whose story I was drawn to comes with John (Fire) Lame Deer, a
Lakota medicine man. In 1970, he protested the monument, sitting atop Teddy Roosevelt’s head,
intending to give him a headache. Lame Deer, from what I gather, was a powerful thinker and
did not shy away from condemning white colonizers for their shallow greed over Lakota land
(Estes, Forbes) . He speaks openly and honestly about the atrocities committed by Europeans..
I’ve chosen some of my favorite anti-colonial words of his to include in the spread (Quoter).
I can only imagine what words Lame Deer would have for Heacox, who is glaringly
oblivious to the Lakota tribe’s struggles, titling a section that opens with a picture of the defaced
sacred Black Hills as “Preserving the Wonders.” (I have chosen to place this alongside Gerard
Baker, who has committed most of his life to preserving and revitalizing the cultures and
customs of the Lakota tribe.) Even without this context, carving into a mountain in no way
preserves its cliff faces, and instead exacerbates erosion. This is not the first instance that Heacox
abuses the idea of preservation, as he also questionably employs this term throughout his
coverage of mesa verde national park. Heacox’s faulty diction is wildly inappropriate in the
context of the Black Hills, but he unfortunately epitomizes a common misconception among
national park advocates: that the parks are somehow more capable of “preserving” land than the
original stewards of the land. Thankfully, this notion is more frequently being called into
question (Sengupta). Nonetheless, Heacox’s approach—that is, to omit any mention whatsoever
of the park’s significance to the Lakota people—still plagues nat geo’s past, some of whose
publications reach the most readers of any in the world (National Geographic). This is
disheartening (to say the least), and both Heacox and national geographic are complacent in the
erasure of Indigenous peoples through their damagingly tasteless constructions of national parks
and how they are able to form. In the case of mt. rushmore, the park’s formation took over 300
Lakota lives, forced displacement, and disenfranchising Lakota people from the sacred site of
their origin story.

The coverage of mesa verde np in National Geographic: The National Parks: An
Illustrated History, unfortunately includes one of the most obvious examples of erasure when it
comes to commentary on Puebloan ancestors who inhabited this region. Heacox glosses over
dozens of descendants of Puebloans region by stating “...high among the cliffs of majestic Mesa
Verde, Indian chant and laughter echoed for 1,300 years—then died in a series of droughtstricken seasons two centuries before Columbus.” While it is true that some Puebloans died due
to dry conditions, they were aware of the limited resources and moved elsewhere in order to
survive, as indicated by the map I’ve provided (Crow Canyon Archeological Center 2015, Crow
Canyon Archeological Center 2013). These pathways represent Hopi, Zuni, Tiwa, and Tewa,
tribes who still reside in these areas presently, and still identify with their Puebloan ancestral
roots. Heacox stating that Puebloans simply died blatantly dishonors each of their relative tribes,
and contributes to the erasure of their existence—both past and present.
Another problematic aspect to what Heacox has stated above is again apparent with his
diction. Heacox’s use of the word “majestic” in the context of mesa verde serves to mystify
Puebloan lands and culture. Pair this with his phrasing “strange ceremonial kivas,” and you’ll
encounter a harmful, yet sadly common stigmatization Indigenous people have faced for
centuries: the idea that they are mysterious, or even mystical (Mclaurin 40). Calling a Puebloan
kiva “strange—"whether Heacox means to the lion and mule deer he mentions or in general, is
particularly degrading given kivas’ ceremonial importance and connection to Puebloan creation
stories (Maestri, PBS. It is unfortunate that the only instance in which Heacox does not refer to
the intricate Puebloan structures as simply “dwellings” is to exoticize them. Moreover, there are
other “dwellings,” such as the roomblocks, of which I have included a diagram. As the name
implies, these were interconnected structures built with rows of rooms, which served multiple
purposes as indicated on the spread. Unlike kivas, they were built above ground, and were more
often utilized for Puebloans’ casual affairs (Pueblo II Houses).
One of the more infuriating aspects to Heacox’s not only limited, but untrue
representation of Puebloan beliefs comes with his commentary on “preservation” within the
park. On two separate occasions, the author praises mesa verde’s park efforts for preserving what
he refers to as “the works of man.” Firstly, he means the work of Puebloans, not just men. A
common misstep throughout is Heacox’s overall lack of specificity when referring to Native
people or groups of them, which ultimately contributes to the erasure of those peoples. How will
readers know who he speaks of if he cannot identify them by name?
Additionally, what Heacox refers to as preservation is not designated as such to the
stewards of the mesa verde region. According to Tessie Nranjo (who I’ve chosen to depict on the
page for her ancestral ties to Puebloans), even the slightest movement of one piece of Puebloan
pottery can disturb the ability for Puebloan descendants to connect with their ancestors. Like
most other Indigenous cultures, Hopi, Zuni, Tiwa, and other descendants feel a deep connection
to their ancestral lands, especially when there are artifacts that serve as evidence of their
existence given the erasure they commonly face. Heacox identifying “only a few” excavation
sites as preservation may abide by the Western parameters of conservation, but certainly not to
the cultures in which they belong. Heacox’s statements regarding preservation are especially
problematic given that Puebloan descendants have passionately asked for one thing out of park
visitors and management: leave everything as it is.

CONCLUSIONS
The white majority needs to confront America’s violent past, and a great place to start is
to engage with anti-colonial discourse aimed at dismantling national parks. It is time to get up
close and personal with our positionalities, and what they mean in a hierarchal society. All white
people, and any members of any privileged groups, should take action first by understanding the
functions of their privilege in all facets of life. This first entails understanding Critical Race
Theory. Heacox’s ignorance throughout his work is a symptom of his unwillingness to engage
with his identity in a meaningful way, and his writing is oppressive because of it. His and
national geographic’s combined efforts to erase Indigeneity is representative of the hegemon,
and functions as a form of white supremacy. This also pertains to the national parks services, and
any other government agency responsible for keeping land out of Indigenous hands. The united
states government and park services should be reprimanded for disenfranchising Native people
of Turtle Island from their ancestral lands that connect them to their livelihood and spirituality.
This exemplifies modern-day colonialism that is actively oppressing all Indigenous tribes. It is
time that we take the necessary actions to empower Indigenous people and their movements,
such as NDN Collective. #LANDBACK
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